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Enslavement, Not
Seduction.
Derek Rake
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IMPORTANT
This Action Checklist is based on the
guide published on Derek Rake's
blog:
https://derekrake.com/blog/how-totell-if-a-girl-is-losing-interest-overtext/
For the full article, click on the
above.
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Action Checklist
3 Signs A Girl Is Losing Interest Over Text
▢ She goes completely silent
▢ She takes a longer time to reply
▢ She talks about other guys (This one's probably the worst sign of all)

Reasons She Would Lose Interest In You
▢ She doesn’t feel attracted to you (And this is important -- you don't
want her to just "like" you. She needs to feel those "butterflies" for you.)
▢ She only sees you as a friend, a text buddy, or someone to rant to (This
is usually the result of building too much Rapport over text.)
▢ There are other guys in her life who are more interesting and attractive
to her (She has lots of guys texting her, and she'll only have time to
reply to the ones she's attracted to.)

How To Make Her Like You Again Using The “Shock And
Awe” Technique
▢ Shock her by sending her a one-word text that’s guaranteed to make
her angry
▢ Awe her by using Fractionation (see last section of this Action
Checklist)
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Bonus Content
Women naturally (and rightly) feel skeptical of
new men when they meet them. That’s why in
Shogun Method, we recommend the use of
Intrigue Pings, which turn that skepticism into
curiosity. Text Intrigue Pings are just that –
Intrigue Pings adapted to a conversation over
text.

Text Intrigue Pings involve three texts. The first text
message is from you – it’s a question or statement that’s
cut off in the middle.

The second text message is from her – a confirmation that
she received your first message, and wants to know what
the rest of your question/statement is.

The third text is the rest of your question/statement.

Here’s a simple example of a Text Intrigue Ping:

YOU: “Hey, I know I shouldn’t be asking you this, but”
HER: “What is it?
YOU: “Have you ever been to the wine bar at 4th Street?”

Turn the page.
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Bonus Content, cont'd
Your question/statement could be about anything. Its
importance is secondary.

The most important thing is the second text. If she replies
to your first text, that means she’s curious about you, not
skeptical.

And that’s the opening you need to start building Rapport
over text.

The key, though, is to set up a face-to-face date. After a
few texts back and forth, you can say: “It’s a long story
actually... I’ll check out that wine bar this weekend. If
you’ll join me there, I’ll tell you all about it.”

Remember: Unless you just want to be friends with a
woman, don’t build too much Rapport. Just build enough
to open the window to Attraction, then escalate as soon
as you can.
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What Next?

The techniques I've shared with you are just the
tip of the iceberg when it comes to Mind Control
Enslavement.
This guide will get you off to a flying start, but to do well, you'll
need a full suite of Mind Control tactics to control and dominate
a woman completely.
After all, you don't really want to "attract" or "seduce" her...
... instead, you want to ENSLAVE her emotionally to you. You
want to keep her for as long as you want WITHOUT the usual
headaches and frustration.
And this is what Shogun Method can do for you.
To discover how you can acquire the "superpowers" to enslave
any woman and put her under your ultimate dominance with
Mind Control, go to this website -

https://shogunmethod.com

Be a Shogun. Join us today in the worldwide Shogun
Method movement.
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Be A Shogun.
Enslave any woman
emotionally and make
her willingly submit to your
ultimate authority.

ShogunMethod.com
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